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The order is for the supply, assembly 
and commissioning of three Cat 6060FS 
hydraulic face shovels, three 7495 
electric rope shovels, six MD6290 rotary 
blasthole drill rigs, two MD6640 rotary 
blasthole drills and two C175 diesel 
engine motivators. The order has been 
placed with Barloworld Equipment’s 
Extended Mining Product Range (EMPR) 
business which was formed to sell 
and support legacy Bucyrus products 
rebranded to Cat following Caterpillar’s 
acquisition of Bucyrus in 2011.

This represents the most significant 
EMPR transaction for Barloworld since 
its appointment as the dealer for the 

Six Cat MD6290 rotary blasthole drill rigs 
form part of the equipment order for the 

Husab project.

husab uranium order
Barloworld equipment has been awarded a contract in excess of us$130 million 
by swakop uranium for mining equipment for the greenfield husab uranium 
project in namibia.

A brown field development geared 
towards meeting both domestic and 
international thermal coal demand, the 
Tweefontein Optimisation Project (TOP) 
will produce around 12 million tonnes 
per annum (mtpa) of run of mine (ROM) 
product at full ramp-up, mined from 
new open cut pits.

In its present layout, the Tweefontein 
Complex – situated near the town of 
Ogies within the heart of the Witbank 
coalfields – consists of three mines, 
namely the Boschmans, Waterpan and 
Witcons collieries, and is 100% owned 
by Xstrata Coal South Africa.

Initial operations at the Tweefontein 
Complex, which today covers a 
mining authorisation area of 113 
square kilometres, dates back to the 

long established underground workings within the tweefontein 
complex will now be mined from surface via a series of open cuts, 
both for existing pillar and virgin coal deposits, with a dedicated cat 

785d off-highway truck fleet performing the haulage operation. 

late 1900’s and throughout its history 
coal has predominately been mined via 
underground operations. 

Now this methodology is set to change as 
the TOP project shifts to surface mining 
tapping into previous underground in-situ 
pillars, as well as virgin coal reserves and 
in the process generating some 10 mtpa 
ROM. The balance of 2 mtpa ROM will 
continue to flow from current underground 
workings, in the 2 and 1 seam horizons. 
“In-situ deposits from past underground 
mining are significant, considering that 
the standard industry practice is to 
leave behind between 60 and 70% of 
the potential coal as roof support pillars 
and un-mined roof coal depending on 
the depth mined,” explains Xstrata TOP 
general manager, Allen Butcher. 

In broader terms, the TOP project, 
which represents a significant capital 
investment, comprises the establishment 
of a sequence of six large pits going to 
maximum envisaged depths of around 
50m (initially between 20 to 30m), three 
of which will be mined concurrently at 
any one time; the construction of a new 
dual stage 2 module Coal Handling and 
Preparation Plant (CHPP), a new rapid 
rail load out terminal and all associated 
infrastructure. 

Awaiting trains will be arriving daily, some 
destined for the line to the Richards Bay 
Coal Terminal and others inbound for the 
local market, so the emphasis is on very 
rapid loading. Each train has 100 wagons 
carrying a combined capacity of 8 300 
tonnes (or 83 tonnes per wagon).

“The maximum timeframe allowed for 
the loading of one of these trains is four 
hours,” says Butcher. “However, thanks 
to TOP’s innovative systems design, we 

the tweefontein
optimisation Project

A dedicated Cat 785D off-highway truck fleet 
will perform the haulage operation at Xstrata 

Coal’s Tweefontein Optimisation Project. 

extended range of mining products in mid-
2012. Most of the new machines will be 
commissioned in 2014.

The Husab Project, located about 50km to 
the east of Swakopmund, is regarded as 
the most important uranium discovery of 
recent years and will elevate Namibia to 
the third biggest uranium producer in the 
world.

Swakop Uranium is 90% owned by 
Taurus Minerals, a subsidiary of China 
Guangdong Nuclear Power Holding Co 
(CGNPC). A 10% stake has recently 
been acquired by Namibia’s state-owned 
Epangelo Mining Company.

Husab has a potential mine life of more 
than 20 years, with uranium reserves of at 
least 280 million tonnes. First production 
is expected towards the end of 2015, 
ramping up to full production by 2017. 
Mining will be from two separate open 
pits feeding a single process plant.
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A prime example is Wenakker – a 
Lydenburg based mental health institution 
– where frequent Lowveld power outages 
have been experienced in recent years.

Home to some 250 intellectually disabled 
adults, Wenakker as a centre has been 
providing specialist care since 1969 and 
from inception has depended heavily on 
donor funding to supplement public sector 
subsidies.

“Power outages cause a great deal 
of stress for our residents,” explains 
Wenakker director, Chris Jankowitz. 
“Plus we have a High Care ward where 
profoundly disabled patients need round 
the clock attention from our nursing staff.”

In addition to its High Care unit, Wenakker 
has 10 double storey houses on the 
grounds that accommodate the balance 
of the residents, together with the kitchen 
and administration building, the latter 
constructed around 1893 and until 1969 
occupied as a Catholic mission station and 
convent. 

To meet the urgent requirement for a 
standby power response, Wenakker 
approached Barloworld Power for a 
solution. The initial rental agreement 
concluded subsequently evolved into a 
full Barloworld Power donation, a show of 

standing by Wenakker
When it comes to emergency power, the health care industry tops 

the priority list. however, for many south african institutions – 
particularly private non-profit organisations – budget constraints 

may mean that facilities need to cope with inadequate uPs (uninterrupted 
power supply) or no standby backup when the electricity grid goes down. 

support for Wenakker’s major and selfless 
contribution in the mental health field.

“We supplied and installed a 500 kVA 
containerised generator as a temporary 
measure to give us time to source a 300 
kVA used unit from within our nationwide 
branch network,” explains Barloworld 
Power Rental consultant, Brendon Hart. 
(Barloworld Power is the Cat and Perkins 
power systems dealer for southern 
Africa.)

Commissioned towards the end of 2012, 
the 300 kVA generator supplied is a 
sound attenuated unit equipped with an 
automatic changeover system. Prior to 
delivery, Barloworld Power’s technical 
support team re-modified the canopy to 
an ‘as new’ standard, serviced the unit’s 
Cat 3406 engine and carried out a full load 
test. 

“On behalf of Wenakker’s board of 
directors, we’d like to express our 
heartfelt thanks and appreciation, once 
again, to Barloworld Power for their 
generous donation,” says Jankowitz. 

“At Wenakker, achieving the best quality 
of life is our overriding principle and 
having a standby system in place gives us 
all huge peace of mind, knowing that our 
residents will never be left in the dark.”

The 300 kVA generator donated 
to Wenakker by Barloworld 

Power.

A British Overseas Territory with a rich 
maritime history, St Helena is located in a 
remote part of the South Atlantic Ocean 
and has depended for decades on its 
diesel generators for its electricity supply. 

The island’s sole supply contact with the 
outside world is also presently reliant 
on the RMS St Helena mail ship, which 

From left to right are Wenakker chairman, Gravett Herbst; 
Wenakker director, Chris Jankowitz; and Barloworld Power 

Rental service supervisor, John Stander. 

island Power

on 12th october 2011, Barloworld Power won the bid to refurbish st 
helena island’s diesel generator power station for a contract value 
of around r49 million.

sails every month between the island and 
Cape Town, some 3 200 distant, carrying 
cargo and passengers. In the near future, 
however, the island’s first airport, now 
under construction, will open up new 
travel routes and opportunities.

on st helena, barloworld power’s 
project scope included the supply and 

commissioning of:
•	 	Four	new	Cat	generating	sets,	

replacing the older equipment. These 
comprise three Cat 3516B generators 
running continuous power and a 
smaller Cat 3508B for lighter loads;

•	 	New	medium	voltage	(MV)	
switchgear;

•	 	A	new	and	modernised	SCADA	and	
control system designed to lighten the 
workload of the plant operators and to 
integrate a small wind farm and sub-
station; and

•	 	New	cable	works,	fuel	system,	bulk	
tanks and all ancillary systems to 
support the new engines.

The total system was designed and built 
by Barloworld Power in Boksburg with 
all major MV panels sourced from South 
African suppliers. In accordance with the 
contract, a full factory acceptance test 
(FAT) was carried out prior to shipping. 

On the 31st August 2012, the first Cat 
unit was delivered to site. (By this stage, 
the majority of the old equipment had 

An interior view showing the Cat 3516B units.

St Helena’s diesel generator power station.

already been removed from the power 
house in preparation for the new arrivals.) 
The Barloworld Power installation was 
divided into several phases, each one with 
a critical timeline. The first phase was to 
prepare and install the first generator as 
a temporary installation to provide power 
to the island while the station was being 
refurbished.

This temporary installed generator was 
commissioned and running on the 23rd 
September and until the end of November 
performed superbly. The new power 
station came on line on 30th November 
2012. 

Installation of the final generator was 
completed and the facility handed over 
with minor works that still needed to 
be completed in February 2013. Overall 
project finalisation is scheduled for April 
2013. 

This remote power station will now be 
supported by Barloworld Power’s team 
based in Cape Town.

St Helena Power Station Improvement Project 



Why buy online?
•	 Save	valuable	time
•	 	Get	real-time	updates	on	Cat	parts	

availability
•	 	Receive	immediate	and	accurate	

pricing
•	 	Have	the	choice	of	getting	parts	

delivered to your door
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can potentially load trains in just over two 
hours via our 5 500 tonnes per hour high-
capacity overland conveyor, which feeds 
from the product stockpile to the load 
out bin at the rail terminal.” This product 
stockpile will have a reserve capacity of 
400 000 tonnes.

Meanwhile, the new CHPP facility, 
purpose designed for a 12 mtpa ROM 
throughput, will achieve an estimated 
63% coal yield, and will replace the 
existing Boschmans and Witcons plants 
within the Tweefontein complex. Once 
commissioned, there will be a seamless 
transfer to the new CHPP and these 
older plants will shut down and the areas 
rehabilitated.

The green light for the TOP project 
commencement was June 2012, with full 
commissioning of all phases on this multi-
faceted mine infrastructure programme 
scheduled for the second quarter of 2015. 

Included in the project scope is the 
relocation of a section of the R554 
provincial road since it runs across future 
operations, as well as the building of a 
brand new school in Ogies, which will 
accommodate more pupils than the one 
being closed on the mine’s reserve.

Running parallel with ongoing construction 
activities, the open cut programme is 
expected to reach 80% of capacity by 
the end of 2013. Coal will continue to be 

the tweefontein optimisation Project 
(continued) t (From page 1)

From left to right from Xstrata Coal South Africa are Jacques Whitlock (mine overseer);  
Colin du Plessis (operations manager), and Tweefontein Optimisation Project (TOP) general 

manager, Allen Butcher.

Getting the job done, the Cat 785D has a 
nominal payload of 136 tonnes, with a target 

payload range of 129 to 141 tonnes depending 
on the material carried. The truck is driven by a 
Tier II emission compliant Cat 3512C HD-EUI 
(Electronic Unit Injection) engine with a gross 

power output of 1 082 kW. 

a detergent: keeping all hot parts of the engine clean. 

a dispersant: keeping undesired particle elements in 
suspension until the next scheduled oil drain interval.

an anti-wear system: protecting main components 
against wear caused by friction. 

a rust inhibitor: to protect against corrosion caused 
by sulphur elements.

an anti-corrosion barrier: to avoid corrosion of 
metallic parts.

an anti-oxidant: to counter potential oxidation of the 
oil.

a Vi improver: to keep viscosity stable when 
temperatures change. 

an anti-foaming agent: to avoid foam in the oil.

all oils are not equal and don’t perform in the 
same manner.

it’s important to make sure the right fluid is in the 
engine…both type and brand.

did you know...
that cat oils have specially formulated additives that play multiple  
roles in protecting diesel engine systems? these additives act as…

All Cat machine classes are catered for, with parts distribution centred at Barloworld 
Equipment’s Isando facility in Johannesburg. A state-of-the-art warehouse 
management system maintains constant parts availability. 

Customers have the option of collecting their orders directly from Isando, or 
alternatively requesting nationwide delivery via road consignment. 

After registering, a few straightforward steps are all it takes to greatly simplify the 
parts procurement process. Once an order has been placed, customers can monitor 
the progress of their orders in real-time. 

This new online initiative comes in response to customer demand and complements 
our existing parts counter service available across the Barloworld Equipment branch 
network in southern Africa. 

For further information and to register visit our website at  
www.barloworld-equipment.com to access the Online Parts Store portal. 

the online parts store 
Web procurement made easy

processed at the Boschmans and Witcon 
plants until the CHPP is completed.

In preparation for TOP implementation, 
Xstrata has retrained 110 ex-underground 
personnel who will now operate the 
surface fleet, with training supported by 
the use of Cat simulators, as well as the 
mine’s immersive technical simulators.

Delivering the coal on time will be the 
task of a dedicated Cat 785D truck 
haulage fleet that forms part of an allied 
Cat earthmoving component comprising 
around 47 machines, supplied and 
supported via Barloworld Equipment’s 
Middelburg branch. Progressive delivery 
of the Cat fleet commenced from 
September 2012.

Other Cat units range from Cat 740B 
articulated trucks to backhoe loaders, Cat 
834 wheeled dozers, CS76 compactors, 
and twelve dozers, comprising D10T’s and 
D11T’s. Four D11T’s are fitted with coal 
blades for stockpile management, with 
the balance used for mine rehabilitation, 
whilst the D10T’s will be used for in-
pit operations and the construction of 
the platforms for the mine’s 1570 W 
Bucyrus dragline, which is planned to be 
operational in early 2015. Maintaining the 
haul roads is the task of a fleet of Cat 16M 
motor graders. 

“The trucks and material haulage form 
the most expensive components of your 
mining operation, so it is very important to 
choose the right specifications,” explains 
Xstrata operations manager, Colin du 
Plessis. 

The mine carried out its own in-house haul 
road design to optimise truck utilisation 
and cycle times on this fast-paced 
operation, which features low gradients 
and short haulage distances to the ROM 
bin. 

Twenty-three Cat 785D units will be 
running by the end of 2013, with a further 
two deployed for bin loading. The first 
fleet of Cat 785D’s is now operational. 
“The size of the truck fleet has been 
carefully determined to meet our ongoing 
production requirements into the future,” 
says du Plessis. 

Caterpillar’s latest generation D-Series 
model builds on more than 20 years of 
proven performance for the OEM’s 785 

series in a wide range of demanding 
applications worldwide.

Taking a high level production overview, 
trucks will tip into the mine’s ROM bin, 
which has a 700 tonne deck capacity 
(500 tonne live load). Material feeds 
through a rotary breaker to remove the 
rock and then passes to a secondary 
crushing house. Thereafter a 2km overland 
conveyor then transfers material to a 
crushed coal stockpile. (This conveyor is 
situated over a major dyke in an area that 
will not be mined.)

From there this stockpile gets reclaimed 
to a plant where it is processed, 
thereafter passing to a final product 
stockpile for feeding via high-speed 
conveyor to the rapid rail load out station. 

“We wanted to get the mining equipment 
in as early as possible,” says Butcher, “and 
thanks to sound project management, the 
truck and shovel operation will be in place 
and running by year-end, ensuring that 
we continue to meet our domestic and 
export targets from both underground and 
surface mining.”

Once fully commissioned, TOP’s rapid 
load out station will be handling four to 
five trains a day.

for added convenience, customers based in south africa now have 
the option of purchasing their cat parts online via a secured credit 
card payment facility on the Barloworld equipment web portal. 
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At around R650 million, Katherine & 
West is the Barrow Group’s largest 
property development to date and 
provides a unique opportunity for 
investors to own sectional title office 
space ranging from just 120m² to 
approximately 1000m² within Sandton’s 
central business district. 

Together with a six level underground 
parking basement there are 10 stories 
above ground, eight allocated for 
sectional title office space and the 
two top levels reserved for residential 
apartments. The building is sited within 
50m of the Sandton Gautrain station. 

Group subsidiary, Barrow Construction, 
is the main contractor, with the project 
duration estimated at around 26 months 
and completion scheduled for November 
2013.

Significantly, some 50% of the Katherine 
& West development was sold ‘off 
plan’ before construction commenced, 
which is indicative of the strong market 
response and anticipated investment 
returns, says John Barrow, managing 
director of the Barrow Group. 

super basement 
establishment

For the construction of the Katherine 
& West super basement, the scope of 
works entailed an 18m deep excavation 

Barrow construction recently came up with an innovative use 
for one of its cat 428 backhoe loaders during a key stage of the 
building programme at its ‘aaa’ grade katherine & West mix-use 

project.

across the 3 000m² site footprint, 
entailing the removal of some 80 000m³ 
of earth, around a third of which was 
composed of solid rock. Bulk earthworks 
commenced at the end of 2011 and were 
completed by May 2012.

“Whilst the high presence of rock 
material proved challenging for the bulk 
earthworks sub-contractor, it has passed 
on major project savings: this building is 
founded on solid rock, which meant that 
only lateral support was required and no 
piling needed,” explains Barrow. 

“We did a smart thing in over-blasting,” 
he says. “This meant we didn’t have to 
blast for the bases.”

Supporting Barrow’s allied Cat machines 
working in the basement, the decision 
was taken to use a mobile crane to lower 
an additional and newly acquired Cat 
428E backhoe into the ‘hole’ to complete 
a ‘mission critical’ task.

This Cat 428E was then deployed on the 
earth ramp created in one corner of the 
basement and tasked with progressively 
putting back and refilling material in 
and around all the bases to create the 
platform for the surface bed. 

“It was a great decision to lower the 
Cat 428 into the hole. This saved us 
a lot of time in having a clean run at 
the foundations and columns, and we 
had two Cat backhoes working in the 
excavation at peak,” adds Barrow. 

A Cat 428E descends into the hole. 
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‘super’ backhoe
at Katherine & West 

The journey, after setting off from Crown 
Bay, is expected to take six months and 
spans over 2 000 miles (or 3 200 km). 
Completion is scheduled for 21st 
September 2013 as the team arrives at 
McMurdo Sound.

The expedition hopes to raise £10 million 
for Seeing Is Believing, a global initiative 
that helps to tackle avoidable blindness 
around the world.

Setting out on the 21st March 2013, the 
expedition crew depend on two specially 
modified Cat D6N track-type tractors 
supplied and supported by Finning, the 
Cat dealer for the UK and Ireland, to 
reach their objective. Finning engineers, 
Richmond Dykes and Spencer Smirl, form 
a core part of the team and both were 
hand-picked for the mission from a group 
of aspiring volunteers. They are driving 
and maintaining the machines.

Sir Ranulph Fiennes, the world’s greatest 
living explorer, was set to lead this 
expedition, but has been forced to retire 
after suffering severe frost bite whilst 
in Antarctica, as preparations were 
underway for the expedition’s departure 
date. He passes the baton over to fellow 
explorer, Brian Newham, who now takes 
over as leader of the ‘Ice Team’. Brian is 
an experienced British alpine mountaineer 
and advanced skier with considerable 
polar experience, having spent more than 
20 seasons in Antarctica and nine visits 
to the Arctic. He was awarded the Polar 
Medal in 1992.

Working alongside the expedition 
organisers over the past two years, 
Finning has had a team of engineers 
at its Cannock headquarters in the UK 
devising the design and manufacture 
of the D6N track-type tractors to make 
them ‘expedition ready’ and to perfect the 
ultimate Antarctica all-terrain machine. 

The Finning engineering team was faced 
with designing a unit that would work at 

Two specially designed Cat D6N track-type tractors rise to the 
occasion on an extreme challenge as they travel across Antarctica.

as you read this story, an intrepid team is forging ahead on their 
quest to become the first explorers to cross antarctica in winter and 
will do so in near permanent polar darkness.

temperatures reaching below minus 70 
degrees Celsius, and extensive changes 
have been made to the standard Cat 
D6N model commonly found working on 
construction or waste sites worldwide.

Some key modifications include a: 
•	 	Specially	designed	fully	insulated	

canopy with in-built escape hatch and 
access system; 

•	 	A	central	heating	system	for	the	
engine and all fluids;

•	 	A	comprehensive	insulation	package;	
•	 	A	cooling	system	air	flow	package;
•	 	Extended	and	castellated	grouser	bars	

on the tracks for extra grip, including 
removable ice spikes to cope with 
climbing blue ice glaciers; 

•	 	A	winch	and	towing	attachment	for	
pulling the cabooses; and 

•	 	A	combined	crane	and	crevasse	arm	
attachment on the blade.

Each Cat D6N unit will be towing in 
excess of 55 tonnes of material, including 
either the accommodation caboose or 
the allied specialist science caboose, 
respectively. The science caboose will 
house equipment to measure the depth 
of the ice in winter, providing essential 
data that will prove decisive in the climate 
change debate.

For updates on the expedition’s progress 
visit www.thecoldestjourney.com 

From left to right are Richmond Dykes, Spencer Smirl and Sir Ranulph Fiennes with one of the D6Ns.

One of the modified Cat D6N tractors 
prepares for its Antarctic journey.

did you know...
that caterpillar is the only original 
equipment manufacturer globally 
that manufacturers its own hoses and 
couplings?

a final polar test
the coldest journey: 
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Founded in 1990 as a landscaping and irrigation business, 
the company’s services have grown extensively to include 
an ‘A to Z’ solution for fluid management delivery. 

“We specialise in the design of water reticulation 
systems including slurry, potable supply, waste water 
and sewage, with implementation backed by our civil 
engineering capability for allied areas such as pump 
stations, storm water pipelines and concrete run-off 
channels,” expands Aquanic general manager, Nico 
Jacobs. 

Executing Aquanic’s various projects depends on the right 
equipment, the most recent being the acquisition of a Cat 

trencher
for north West contractor, aquanic environmental services (aquanic), based in 

Beestekraal, the requirement for on-site mechanical versatility is mirrored in the diverse range of 
contracts that fall within the company’s project scope.

226B skid steer loader together with a Cat T9B trencher 
work tool attachment to complete various underground 
service contracts. 

The Cat T9B forms part of a three model trencher range 
within Caterpillar’s comprehensive work tool line-up, 
designed for fitment on Cat compact loaders and skid 
steers. The other Cat trencher units comprise the Cat T6B 
and the range-topping T15B.

Standard boom lengths for the T6B, T9B and T15B are 
914, 1 219 and 1 524 mm, respectively, with a unit 
weight, in turn, of 397, 551 and 601 kg. Optional cutting 
widths across the board are 152, 203, 254 and 305 mm.

“These units are designed for cutting narrow straight 
trenches in the soil prior to laying electrical, telephone 
and cable lines, or water and gas pipes, making them 
ideal for tasks that include agricultural, construction, and 
landscaping applications,” says Barloworld Equipment 
product marketing manager, Desigen Naicker. 

For each tool interchange, Cat skid steers are equipped 
with a manual quick coupler featuring a rugged, opposing 
edge design that holds the work tool securely in place. 

On the go, a distinctive feature on Cat trenchers is their 
auger flight system, which has been specially designed 
so that spoil piles are high and at a safe distance from the 
trench. This ensures a clean trench and easier backfilling.

For Aquanic the results speak for themselves. “The 
T9B, coupled with our Cat 226B, has certainly exceeded 
expectations, performing well at daily work rates 
of between 200 and 300 m, depending on ground 
conditions and final cutting depth, accelerating the 
construction programme on a number of private and 
public sector projects completed going into 2013. These 
include various soccer fields, as well as services for mine 
housing,” adds Jacobs. 

From left to right are Nico Jacobs, general manager of Aquanic Environmental Services, and Barloworld Equipment Cat sales 
professional, Bianca Herbst. 

Operating the trencher with the boom angled down between a 
45 and 65 degree angle from the horizontal position will ensure 

maximum performance.

TECHNOlOGy
The best results are beneath the surface 

Follow us on Twitter
@Barloworldequip

Follow us on Facebook 
Barloworld Equipment 
Southern Africa

KEEP IT REAL. KEEP IT CAT® 

You have to push every day. To meet tomorrow’s deadline. To 
secure the next contract. To stay ahead of the competition. No 
matter what challenges lie ahead, Caterpillar and Barloworld 
Equipment are committed to bringing you machines, solutions 
and support to help your business keep pushing forward. 
SAFETY BUILT IN. 

For more information contact our  call centre on 0800 21 22 48 
or visit  www.barloworld-equipment.com

If only I had used Genuine 
Cat®

 parts!

CC Hands Ad (140x297).indd   1 2013/04/02   8:05 AM
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Precise seal dimensions help ensure 
Cat O-ring seals fit properly into Cat seal 
grooves without damage to the seal, 
and there are unique Cat O-ring sizes 
designed for use in special applications 
where SAE standard sizes won’t perform 
well.

Packaged to save you time 
and money

Caterpillar offers several O-ring seal kits, 
saving you time and up to 15 percent off 
the cost of ordering O-rings individually. 
Seven different kits are available for 
hydraulic fittings and air-conditioning 
systems.

Contact your Barloworld Equipment 
customer service representative for more 
information on the range of Cat O-rings 
available for your Cat equipment and other 
applications.

1  Keep O-rings packaged until 
installation.

2 Don’t store O-rings near heat.

3 Protect O-rings from UV rays.

4  Remove old O-rings with brass 
or plastic picks to prevent groove 
damage.

5 Don’t reuse O-rings.

6  Clean the seal groove before 
installation.

7 Don’t soak O-rings.

8  Don’t twist or cut O-rings during 
installation.

9  Don’t select O-rings based on 
material colour. There is no universal 
colour standard.

10  Maintain your cooling system. High 
fluid temperatures are the number 
one cause of shortened seal life.

cat o-rings 
Matched to your Cat system and designed for 
maximum seal life in demanding applications

cat o-ring materials are 
specifically selected based on 
the different fluids and fluid 

temperatures in cat engines and 
machines. seal material hardness 
is matched to the different fluid 
system pressures to maintain 
proper sealing force, as well as 
to minimise seal extrusion and 
seal abrasion. in addition, some 
cat o-rings have special coatings, 
like Ptfe, to minimise friction and 
ensure proper seal installation in 
tight seal grooves.

10 o-ring tiPs

maintain your cooling system. 
high fluid temperatures are 
the number one cause of 
shortened seal life.

It’s frustrating to open a seal kit and 
find it contains too many, too few, or 
the wrong seals, points out Barloworld 
Equipment group product specialist, 
Paul Verwey. “That’s why Cat hydraulic 
cylinder seal kits are designed to provide 
the exact seals you need. The key is 
ordering the right seal kit,” he explains.

Occasionally, Caterpillar changes the 
design of a cylinder group in production. 
Sometimes these changes result in a 
new cylinder group part number. Other 
times the part number stays the same 
and a new ‘engineering change level’ 
is assigned. This makes it possible for 
multiple seal kits to service the same 
cylinder group. 

“Therefore, when ordering a seal kit you 
need to know both the cylinder group 
part number and its engineering change 
level,” says Verwey.

Each kit is carefully packaged to keep 
contamination out and includes a list of 
the contents and installation instructions.

Why light honing is important

Restoring the proper geometry and 
surface to the cylinder bore can 
keep you from replacing seals earlier 
than necessary. That’s why before 
Barloworld Equipment installs new 
cylinder seals in its workshop we 
perform a simple procedure called 
light honing. Light honing detects and 
corrects minor damage to the cylinder 
bore that left unchecked wears out 
internal seals and eventually causes 
leaks inside the system.

Selecting your cylinder kit 
An all-in-one solution
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Historically, mining at Ulco dates back 
to 1936, when the business focus was 
initially on the fabrication of agricultural 
lime. The quarry’s entry into the cement 
business commenced around 1949, and 
over the years Ulco has had a number of 
owners. AfriSam South Africa acquired 
and has run the operation since June 
2007.

“This is a mine with a distinctive 
geological composition,” explains Ulco 
quarry manager, Thomas Redelinghuys. 
“The primary limestone pit is 
characterised by its greyish blue colour 
due to its high manganese composition; 
whilst the secondary limestone pit is 
characterised by its whitish colour. The 
third pit is composed predominately of 
shale material.”

The main material compositions are 
approximately 70% secondary (or 
additive) limestone and 30% primary 
limestone. 

Current run of mine production is around 
2,1 million tonnes per annum with in-pit 
extraction and truck loading performed 
by Ulco’s large wheel loaders. Prior to 
and after AfriSam’s acquisition of Ulco, 
this production responsibility has rested 
on the shoulders of a series of Cat 988’s 
dating back to the 1980’s, when A- and B 
Series units were operational. 

Today the quarry has F and G-Series 
machines in daily production, and in 
February 2013 these were joined by a 
latest generation Cat 988H, supplied and 
supported by Barloworld Equipment’s 
Kimberley branch. 

The Cat 988F at the quarry is a 1999 
model which underwent a major 
component rebuild at 22 000 hours and 
has now recorded approximately 40 000 
hours in service, whilst Ulco’s Cat 988G 
was delivered in 2004 and has now 

mining for 
kalahari cement
AfriSam’s Ulco Cement operation extends its in-pit primary 
loading fleet with the addition of a Cat 988H unit that joins 
older F and G-Series machines that together drive the 
production programme at this Northern Cape quarry.

materials mined at afrisam’s ulco cement quarry and production 
facility, situated some 80km north-west of kimberley, are sourced 
from three major deposits mined as open pits that, in the final 

blending process, provide a rich source of materials for the downstream 
manufacturing of a series of products that contribute to the ongoing 
transformation of south africa’s civil and built environment. 

From left to right from AfriSam Ulco are Jan Meyer (shift team leader), Theodore Chubi  
(mining team leader), and Piet Byleveld (shift team leader), together with Hendrik de Wet from 

Barloworld Equipment.

Powered by a Cat C18 ACERT engine generating a 414 kW gross output, the Cat 988H has an 
operating weight of approximately 50 144 kg, with a rated payload of 11,4 tonnes. 

u (To page 7)
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Cat FKM rubber seals offer you an optional 
upgrade on standard nitrile butadine 
rubber (NBR) seals to meet exceptionally 
high temperature applications ranging 
anywhere from -40°C to 175°C. 

“In lab tests conducted at 135°C, FKM 
seals lasted 10 times longer than NBR 
seals,” explains Barloworld Equipment 
group product specialist, Paul Verwey. 
“Longer lasting seals mean less downtime 
to replace them, reducing costs.”

In certain environments, for example, 
NBR seals can experience hardening and 
a subsequent loss of sealing capability 
following prolonged exposure to 
excessive operating temperatures (above 
100° C), especially near mufflers, after-
coolers and turbochargers.

High-pressure applications are also 
catered for where improved performance 
is required. Here FKM’s increased material 
strength allows the O-ring to withstand 
higher pressures without extrusion or 
“nibbling” on the outside diameter. 

“That’s because FKM seal material has 
better resistance to ‘compression set’, or 
loss of sealing force,” Verwey adds.

FKM solutions are available for O-Ring 
face seals (ORFS), straight thread O-rings 
(STORS) and D-rings.

key fkm features:

•	 	Superior	heat	resistance	prevents	hardening	and	ensures	sealing	quality	at	
extreme temperatures. 

•	 	Seal	life	can	be	as	much	as	10	times	longer	in	exceptionally	high	temperature	
working conditions, resulting in less maintenance and fewer replacement seals. 

•	 	Resistance	to	high	pressures	improves	sealing	performance	and	prevents	fluid	
contamination and leaks. 

•	 	Seals	with	PTFE	(polytetrafluoroethylene)	coating	ease	installation	and	prevent	
tears and damage.

Seals for higher temperatures
longer lasting, more 
heat resistant

FKM ORFS and STORS seals are coated with a light blue coloured polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 
dry lubricant, which makes seal installation easier. It reduces seal twisting and helps prevent 

cutting during installation.
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recorded more than 23 000 hours without 
a major rebuild. Both G and F models 
are achieving around 90% availabilities, 
backed by Ulco’s strict maintenance 
programmes.

These hours are not unusual for the 988. 
Since Caterpillar first introduced this 
model back in 1963, the Cat 988 wheel 
loader has continued to set the industry 
benchmark for longevity and best return 
in terms of life cycle costing. This claim is 
supported by Caterpillar’s proven statistics 
for the Cat 988H series, which currently 
has an in-field population worldwide of 
close to 4 000 units. Of these machines, 
over 150 have clocked up more than 30 
000 hours, with a further 600 plus units 
exceeding 20 000 hours, proof of the 
988H’s design integrity. 

“Across its operations, Ulco’s Cat 
988’s tend to load pre-blasted material 
directly out of the face, an aggressive 
loading technique that requires optimum 
power and precise hydraulic response,” 
Redelinghuys continues. 

Currently, around 400 000 bags of 
cement, aside from bulk supply 
consignments, leave the Ulco factory 
every week, sourced from limestone 
compositions which can trace their own 
lineage back for at least 200 million years.

mining for 
kalahari cement 
(continued) t (From page 6)

KEEP IT REAL. KEEP IT CAT®

You have to push every day.  To 
meet tomorrow’s deadline. To secure 
the next  contract.  To stay ahead 
of the competition. No matter what 
challenges lie ahead, Caterpillar and 
Barloworld Equipment are committed 
to bringing you machines, solutions 
and support to help your business 
keep pushing forward. SAFETY 
BUILT IN. 

For more information contact our 
call centre on 0800 21 22 48 or visit   
www.barloworld-equipment.com

Follow us on Twitter
@Barloworldequip

Follow us on Facebook 
Barloworld Equipment 
Southern Africa

 Barloworld Equipment        was here.
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trouBleshooting chart
Problem indicators causes options

excessive noise  
and Vibration

Insufficient lubrication  Fill with correct amount of proper lubricant.

Incorrect lubricant Use recommended lubricant.

Defective bearing Replace bearing.

Dirt Replace bearing.

Corrosion Replace bearing. Use lubricant that resists 
corrosion.

Improper Load Adjust to specification.

Misalignment 

 Determine what is misaligned: housing, 
shaft, or bores. Shaft may be bent or 
housing bores not aligned. Replace shaft or 
housing.

Bearings fit too loose 
 Chrome plate or metalize shaft or bore and 
regrind to specification, replace bearing if 
seating surfaces are worn.

Improper mounting Replace bearing. Correct installation/
mounting problem.

excessive heat

Insufficient lubrication Fill with correct amount of proper lubricant.

Incorrect lubricant Use recommended lubricant.

Improper setting Adjust to specification.

Misalignment 

 Determine what is misaligned: housing, 
shaft, or bores. Shaft may be bent or 
housing bores not aligned. Replace shaft or 
housing.

Lubricant churning 
 Use less lubricant or use a lower viscosity 
lubricant. Be sure to use recommended 
lubricant.

Spinning race 
 Either inner or outer race is sliding around 
its seated surface. Use proper sized 
components.

lubricant loss

Too much grease Grease to proper level.

Improper lubricant Use high-temperature grease.

Leakage through seal  Replace seal. Check shaft for scratches or 
burrs that may have damaged seal.

shaft resistant to 
turning

Incorrect lubricant Use recommended lubricant.

Dirt Clean bearing. Replace seals and bearing if 
damaged.

Corrosion Replace bearing. Use lubricant that resists 
corrosion.

Improper setting Adjust to specification.

Lack of lubrication Add proper lubricant. Check for damage.

Seal tight Use proper size and type of seal.

Bearing cocked 
 If new installation, remove bearing and 
clean all mating surfaces. Reinstall bearing 
if not damaged.

Leakage between 
bearings caps and 
housing 

Replace gasket.

Bearing maintenance 101

Condition monitoring will ensure 
maximum availability 

if you correctly maintain your bearings, they will not incur 
premature failure. however, like any mechanical item, they 
will eventually fail due to rolling contact stress fatigue, so 

routine monitoring is a maintenance requirement, backed up 
by the cat s·o·ssm services oil analysis programmes available 
through the Barloworld condition monitoring centre in Boksburg, 
Johannesburg. 

In addition to determining optimal 
maintenance practices, Cat S·O·S 
Services reports will also reveal 
data on correct or incorrect 
machine utilisation and 
operator practices, which 
will prove invaluable in 
optimising fleet utilisation 
and overall mechanical 
availability.

As Barloworld Equipment group product specialist, Reuben Phasha explains, a 
premature failure happens when bearings fail at low hours for causes beyond 
normal material fatigue. 

If you identify any signs of possible bearing failure, such as excessive noise and 
vibration, excessive heat, lubricant loss or shaft resistance to turning, refer to 
the troubleshooting chart on the right as a useful guideline, and in doubt contact 
your Barloworld Equipment customer service representative for expert advice.

As Phasha points out, this chart may help you determine the indicators, causes 
and proper repair options. However, he stresses that if the recommended 
maintenance options do not correct the problem, disassemble the bearing and 
try to recognize the cause again.

“Keep in mind, determining the cause is usually easier said than done,” Phasha 
continues. “A visual examination may identify the type of damage, but it may not 
aid in recognising what is causing the problem. Take this situation for example, 
if a bearing has scored and heat-discolouration on the roller ends, you know it is 
burned up and needs to be replaced.

“Yet, the cause could be linked to various factors, such as insufficient or 
improper lubrication, improper adjustment or any combination of these factors. 
In this instance, you should carefully investigate the mounting, installation and 
parts affecting the bearing operation to decipher the cause of the damage and 
only then replace worn components.”

Detect, then correct
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transmissions

Durability is built-in when it comes to 
the life of Cat motor graders, and so are 
the components, which are designed 
to ensure that fleet owners achieve 
best-in-class utilization over long hours 
of in-field application.

Older Cat G and later generation H 
Series models are prime examples, 
with systematic component upgrades 
extending their life for well in excess of 
20 years. 

“With use, of course, comes operating 
wear so when it comes to the 
replacement of drive train bearings, 
Caterpillar has responded with an 
easy to use kit, which will ensure that 
maintenance personnel can achieve 

grader transmission oVerhauls
An all-in-one maintenance solution for drive train bearing replacement on Cat G & H series motor graders.

quick turnaround times for faster grader 
overhauls,” explains Barloworld Equipment 
group product specialist, Reuben Phasha.

For simplified ease of ordering, there are 
four standard bearing kits to cover specific 
Cat G or H Series grader models, together 
with four corresponding part numbers.

As Phasha points out, rather than sourcing 
loose parts, customers can save up 
to 15% on a grader drive train bearing 
refurbishment by going the Cat parts kit 
route.

“For added piece of mind, these are 
genuine Cat parts, ensuring the best 
possible ‘in the box’ solution,” he adds.

The Cat 16H continues to retain its global leadership as one of the best production graders for 
heavy civil engineering and mining applications.



caterpillar’s new side cutters 
feature an innovative design 
that offers a sharper profile, 

helping the bucket cut through 
tough material with less resistance, 
whilst staying sharper for longer. 
additionally, the new side cutter 
profile increases heaping, which 
can help the bucket load more 
material. 

“These improvements in penetration and 
heaping promote a significant increase 
in productivity in nearly all digging and 
loading applications,” explains Barloworld 
Equipment group product specialist, Deon 
Delport, adding that bucket performance 
may increase by up to 4% with the use of 
the new side cutters.

Follow us on Twitter
@Barloworldequip

Follow us on Facebook 
Barloworld Equipment 
Southern Africa

You have to push every day. To 
meet tomorrow’s deadline. To secure 
the next contract. To stay ahead of the 
competition. No matter what chal-
lenges lie ahead, Caterpillar and Bar-
loworld Equipment are committed to 
bringing you machines, solutions and 
support to help your business keep 
pushing forward. SAFETY BUILT IN. 

For more information contact our 
call centre on 0800 21 22 48 or visit  
www.barloworld-equipment.com

Keep it Real, Keep it Cat ®
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bcp

A new Cat BCP milestone

one million and countingfor K series buckets
For Cat 320 to Cat 390D l hydraulic excavators 

side cutters

did you know...
that caterpillar’s 1000th cat r1600g 

lhd (load haul dumper) to see service 
worldwide will be delivered during 2013 to 

a major underground copper mine in Zambia?

As with all Cat GET, side cutter 
components are warranted against 
breakage for the normal wear life of the 
product. However, Caterpillar will not 
provide warranty coverage under the 
breakage terms of the warranty statement 
if the wear plates are worn beyond the 
wear indicators. 

On the 13th February 2013, Caterpillar’s Building Construction Products (BCP) Division 
celebrated a major milestone when it manufactured its one millionth BCP machine. 
Built at the OEM’s Leicester facility in the UK, the commemorative model is a Cat 
444F backhoe loader (BHL), which is the largest equal sized tyre unit in Caterpillar’s 
BHL product line. 

“This milestone brings pride to the entire BCP team,” says Caterpillar’s Backhoe 
Loader general manager, Robert Droogleever. “The BHL was introduced in 1985 at 
the Leicester facility as the first product line within BCP, and this historic event is an 
indicator that the backhoe has come full circle, becoming the one millionth machine 
produced in the division.” 

In addition to backhoe loaders, other machine classes within Caterpillar’s BCP line-up 
include skid steer loaders, mini excavators, compact and small wheel loaders, small 
track-type tractors and telehandlers. 
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WK Crushing’s contract scope entailed 
the dedicated supply of approximately 
230 000 tonnes of -38 mm G2 base 
course, plus 9,5 mm and 19 mm road 
stone amounting to a further 3 000 
and 8 000 tonnes, respectively. All road 
stone materials were sourced from a WK 
registered dolerite borrow pit situated 
outside the town of Leandra. 

WK’s mobile process train set-up for this 
project comprised a Metso Lokotrack 
LT105 primary jaw crusher feeding into a 
secondary cone crusher and from there to 
a tertiary Metso LT1100 cone crusher and 
screen on one chassis (forming the closed 
circuit); with a Metso LT7150 VSI (vertical 
shaft impactor) performing final stage 
crushing. 

“In the closed circuit, +38mm material 
feeds to the LT1100 cone for reduction to 
-38mm, and then passes through the 
VSI. Screened material below -38mm 
also passes through the VSI to generate 
fines material, an essential ingredient for 
optimum road base compaction,” explains 
WK Crushing site manager, Dirk van 
Schalkwyk, expanding on the process.
 
Communicating via their onboard IC 
(Intelligent Control) automation, these 
Metso units ‘talk to each other’ and work 
as one seamlessly integrated system. 

“Although placed at the end of the 
process train, the VSI has the most 
important job to do in performing final 

base course optimisation
A Metso lokotrack train meets high tonnage 
aggregate demands on a Mpumalanga road project.

delivering the material specifications for a 26km road upgrade 
between leandra and standerton on the r50, Wk construction 
group entity, Wk crushing was responsible for supplying all 

aggregate materials on this fast-tracked rehabilitation project. the route 
has been rebuilt on a solid foundation by Bloemfontein based contractor 
nucon roads & civils

product shaping. Plus being at the tail 
end, the LT7150 must keep place with 
the ongoing material throughput flowing 
from the primary stage,” van Schalkwyk 
continues.

During G2 production, WK Crushing’s train 
has typically averaged around 170 to 180 
tonnes per hour, and up to 210 tonnes at 
peak, depending on variables in blasted 
material sizes and densities, “And we 
achieved these figures with consistently 
high availability from our Metso units,” he 
adds.

Barmac Vsi

Configured as a VSI unit, the LT7150 is an 
ideal third or fourth stage crusher, which 
combines high velocity impact crushing 
with attrition crushing to produce quality 
cubical aggregates, road base and prime 
manufactured sand. In fact, field tests 
have proven that less cement can be 
used in road bases and stronger concrete 
created by using Barmac VSI products. 

“Barmac VSIs are unique amongst all 
vertical shaft impactors due to their pure 
rock-on-rock crushing principle,” explains 
Barloworld Equipment Metso Mobile 
sales consultant, Lantie van der Merwe. 
(Barloworld Equipment is Metso Mobile’s 
southern African dealer.) “Compared 
to other OEM designs, this means that 
impeller shoes or impact anvils are not 
needed to achieve reduction, which in turn 
helps to lower overall operating costs.” 

From left to right are WK Crushing site manager, Dirk van Schalkwyk, and Barloworld Equipment 
Metso Mobile sales consultant, lantie van der Merwe. 

Powered by a Cat ACERT C13 engine, Metso’s lT7150 is the first lokotrack model to be fitted with 
a Metso Barmac VSI crusher onboard, in this instance a B7150M unit. (All Metso lokotrack diesel 

powered units are fitted with Cat engines.)

In all respects, then, Xhawula M3’s 
pure coal focus is being constantly 
refined through strategic diversification 
into niche markets. This includes the 
company’s coal washing business. 
The group already operates a washing 
plant at its Rondebult site, and recently 
invested in an additional facility at 
Doornrug to support a new coal dump 
processing project at Landau colliery’s 
Schoongezicht mini-pit operation, near 
Ogies. 

Xhawula M3 has secured the sole 
mandate for this dump, which is 
continuously being expanded with 
the addition of ‘as arising’ material 
flowing from the mining programme. 
In its present form, the dump contains 
approximately 4,9 million tonnes of 
predominately in-situ material, mainly 
coal with allied shale and sandstone 
compositions. 

“Once crushed and screened, this dump 
has the potential to yield around 2,5 
million tonnes of saleable thermal coal 
after being washed and blended with a 
higher quality coal ‘sweetener’, thereby 
meeting the required ‘C’ grade power 
station specification,” explains Xhawula 
general manager, Sean Klopper. 

Average material sizes being fed through Xhawula’s Metso lokotrack lT1213 impact crusher 
range between 400 and 500mm, with a final product size of approximately 50mm.

Coal dump to
In-situ crushing and screening makes commercial sense.

operating throughout the mpumalanga coalfields, the Witbank 
based xhawula m3 group of companies provides multi-
disciplinary umbrella services to Blue chip concerns as a surface 

and underground contractor, coal transport and logistics operator, in 
addition to solutions that include plant hire, earthmoving, weighbridge 
management, and labour hire to the mines.

At full ramp-up, Xhawula M3 anticipates 
that it will crush and screen an average 
of 80 000 tonnes a month, with the 
capacity to increase this to around 100 
000 tonnes on a 24/7 shift operation.

Processing these volumes is the task 
of a dedicated Metso Mobile track-
mounted plant comprising a Lokotrack 
LT1213 impact crusher and a Lokotrack 
ST4.8 triple deck screen, supported by a 
Cat earthmoving fleet for the materials 
handling and loading requirements. 

Expanding on the features of the 
Lokotrack LT1213 Barloworld Equipment 
Metso Mobile sales consultant, Grant 
Gehrung, says a key advantage is that 
contractors can crush both blasted rock 
and any mineral-based demolition debris 
where the need is for constant, high 
capacity.

For Xhawula M3 this in-situ crushing and 
screening capability means that only 
commercially viable materials pass over 
the mine’s weighbridge. The waste stays 
behind for collection as rehabilitation 
material. 

As Klopper points out, it’s a sustainable 
win-win situation. “Processing the 
discard dump creates employment 
opportunities whilst contributing to South 
Africa’s energy demand.”
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deliver thermal energy

processing the discard dump creates employment 
opportunities whilst contributing to south africa’s 
energy demand.

Vsi achieves
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Caterpillar’s Heavy Duty Track is designed to meet the needs of T, R, N, and H-Series 
machines. It is strong enough for aggressive impact applications, yet has the necessary 
wear material for long life in abrasive conditions.

As Barloworld Equipment group product specialist, Deon Delport explains, Heavy Duty 
Track is more than an enhancement of conventional Sealed and Lubricated Track (SALT). 
“This is an updated design, engineered to match the requirements of medium size track-
type tractors. It features redesigned links, pins, and bushings that significantly offset 
the effects of high impact loads and stresses. Additionally, 20% more wear material has 
been added to the links for increased wear life.”

Combined structural and wear life enhancements result in lower owning and operating 
costs through:

•	 Enhanced	track	joint	retention	and	sealability;
•	 Stronger	components	that	resist	cracking	and	breakage;	and
•	 Extended	system	wear	life.

The greatest benefits are realized in aggressive, high impact applications such as logging 
and reforestation, side-sloping work, rocky conditions, and any uneven terrain with wide 
track shoes (specifically LGP machines).

heaVy duty Vs salt

heavy duty component compared to salt* Benefit

structural enhancements

Link bushing strap 65% wider Greater bushing retention
Increased strength

Link pin boss 20% wider Increased pin retention

Bushing 10% longer More press fit area
Increased retention

Pin 14% longer More press fit area
Increased retention

wear life enhancement

Link rail 20% more wear 
material

Extended link/roller system 
life

*SAlT stands for Sealed and lubricated Track.

Comparison percentages based on a D6H machine.

A sealed and lubricated track for medium size T, R, 
N and H-Series track-type tractors

t, r, n, and h-series track-type tractors, because of their versatility, 
are used in all types of underfoot conditions, which tests the limits of 
their undercarriage structural reliability, wear life, and sealability. 

Cat Heavy Duty Track is an updated design, engineered to match the requirements of medium size 
track-type tractors.

track
heavy duty
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